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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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The LLC
•
•
•

Not a taxable entity
Generally disregarded for tax purposes
How is it treated?
– One person: sole proprietorship Reg. 301.7701-3(b)
– More than one person: partnership

• Benefits
–
–

–

No restrictions on ownership
Flexibility through operating agreement:
• Allocation of profits and losses – IRC Sec. 704(b)
• Nature and timing of distributions
Distribution of in-kind properties without triggering income tax – IRC Sec. 731(a),
704(c)(1)(B), 737, 731(c)
Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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S Corps: They’re Still Out There
• Still need to know the S corp rules
• Have a closely-held C corp? Consider if
it would be to its advantage to elect S
corporation status

Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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Converting into an LLC?
Have you thought it through?
• Conversion will be treated as:
1.
2.

a liquidating distribution by the corporation to its shareholders,
followed by
A contribution of the distributed assets by the shareholder to a newlyformer partnership (the LLC) in exchange for equity therein. Reg.
Sec. 301.7701-3(g)

• Potential Consequences:
– Significant corporate-level income tax
– Significant shareholder-level income tax

Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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Gain on Liquidating a Corporation
•Recognized as if property were sold to shareholders at fair
market value  deemed liquidating distribution. IRC Sec. 336(a).
– If item “sold” is ordinary income property, gain realized on
distribution will be treated as ordinary income.
– Related party rules may result in recharacterization of gain as
ordinary. IRC Sec. 1239.
– If item “sold” is an installment obligation from the sale of a capital
asset, or a § 1231 asset, recognition of the gain inherent in the
obligation will be accelerated. IRC Sec. 453B.

•Shareholders treated as having received the distributed assets in
exchange for their stock.
– Each shareholder treated as recognizing gain equal to excess of
FMV over shareholder’s basis in shares. IRC Sec. 331.

Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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A Converting S Corporation
• Each shareholder takes into account his/her pro rata share of
the corporation’s gain arising from the conversion. IRC Sec.
1366(a).
• Character of the gain matters– flows through to shareholders.
IRC Sec. 1366(b).
– 39.6% ordinary income.
– 20% capital gain. IRC Sec. 1(h).
– 3.8% net investment income surtax. IRC Sec. 1411.

A Converting C Corporation
• Gain will be taxable to corporation, and shareholders will
realize capital gain on the deemed exchange of their shares.
– No reduced capital gain tax rate for C corps. IRC Sec. 11.
– Nature of gain likely will not matter unless corp. has capital losses.
Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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Consider Making an “S” Election
• Alternative to an LLC conversion
• May achieve pass-through treatment without
triggering an immediate income tax hit
– Exception: LIFO Recapture Rule
• An electing C corp. that inventoried goods under LIFO for the last
taxable year as a C corp. must include in income for such year the
amount by which its inventory under FIFO exceeds the amount
under LIFO. IRC Sec. 1363(d).

Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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“S” Election Requirements
The corporation must:
• Not have more than 100 shareholders;
• Have only shareholders that are individuals (other
than nonresident aliens), estates, and certain
trusts; and
• Have only one class of stock. IRC Sec. 1361(b)

Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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Phooey on S Corps?
S Corporations still have many detractors, due to…
•

•

•
•

Limitations on who may be a shareholder
– Can’t entice investors through preferred returns
– Can’t attract investment partnerships as investors
IRS pressure on S corps to pay reasonable compensation to those
shareholders working for the corp. See, e.g., Glass Blocks
Unlimited, T.C. Memo 2013-180.
– Triggers employment tax
Prospect of phantom income (unlike C corps) if no distributions
C-corp. tax rate is less than individual rate (35% v. 39.6%)
Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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The Asset Sale:
An S Corporation Trump Card
Stock Sale
•
•

Gain from sale is taxable to shareholders
Gain on sale will be treated as capital gain whether the target corp
is a C or an S corp.
–
–

•
•

(Assuming: shares are capital assets in hands of sellers, and the seller’s holding
period for the shares is more than 12 months)
20% capital gain rate + 3.8% surtax

No “hot asset” rule (Compare IRC Sec. 741, 751)
If target is S corp., gain from disposition of stock for purposes of
surtax taken into account only to the extent the corp.’s trade or
business was a passive activity as to the selling shareholder. IRC
Sec. 1411(c)(2); Prop. Reg. 1.1411-7.
Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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Deemed Asset Sale
• If stock sale, but buyer insists upon basis step-up in
underlying corporate assets…
• If target is an S corp or a C corp member of an affiliated
group, a joint election may be made by an acquiring
corporation and the shareholders of the target to treat the
transaction as a sale of assets under § 338(h)(10).
• Gain reported by the target shareholders or by the affiliated
group.

Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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If target is an S Corp:
•
•
•
•

Gain from deemed asset sale reported by target shareholders
New Target Corp deemed to have acquired Old Target Corp’s assets,
gets stepped-up basis of purchase price
New Target Corp immediately liquidates into acquiring corp., which
inherits the assets with a stepped-up basis. Reg. Sec. 1.338(h)(10)-1
Shareholders may be indifferent as between a stock or asset sale,
assuming
– Capital gain assets
– BIG tax does not apply

•

S corp.’s capital gain will flow through to its shareholders without
corporate-level tax
– Gain will increase the stock basis for the shareholders
– Reduces or eliminates second tax on the liquidation of the corp.

Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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Actual Asset Sale
• If C corp sells its assets
– Corp recognizes gain on the sale, will pay corporate level tax on
that gain (34 – 35%)

• If C corp liquidates after sale
– Shareholders recognize gain on the liquidation of their shares,
pay capital gain and surtax (20% + 3.8%)

• If S corp sells it assets
– If corp isn’t subjct to BIG tax, no corporate level gain realized by
corp on the sale
– Character of the gain flows through to shareholders
• (39.6% --- 20% --- 3.8%)

Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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Installment Reporting Issues
•

If S corp.’s assets are sold for a note, or if its stock is sold and a 338(h)(10)
election is made, installment reporting is generally available

•

§ 453A
– Interest charge on Seller’s deferred tax liability attributable to notes in
excess of $5mm  effectively negates the tax deferral benefit of
installment reporting
• C corp.: $5mm applies to corporation
• S corp.: $5mm applies to each individual shareholder. Notice 88-81.

• § 453B
– Disposition of the obligation may accelerate the gain inherent in the
note
– Exception for liquidation of S corp. IRC Sec. 453B(h)
Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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Avoiding the Corporate Level Tax?
•

Taxpayers have successfully bypassed the C-corporate-level tax on
an asset sale by:
– Partially allocating the purchase price to a consulting
agreement for each of the key shareholder-employees
– Maintaining that the goodwill associated with the business
resides in the key shareholder (and not the corporation)
• They then attempt to sell this “personal” asset to a buyer, hoping to realize
capital gain in the process

•

•

Either of limited benefit, or difficult to support
– Taxpayer must substantiate with specific facts
Martin Ice Cream, 110 T.C. No. 18 (1998); H&M, Inc., T.C. Memo
2012-290.
Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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“C”s Should Consider Electing “S” Now
• Validity and preservation of a corp’s “S” status can be
critical for both seller and buyer in the context of a sale
of the corporation’s shares or assets
• Electing “S” ASAP will start running the BIG recognition
period
• Especially good option when key shareholderemployees are approaching retirement
–

If a sale of the business in the near future is inevitable, making the election now
may substantially reduce the corporation’s income tax liability on a sale and thus
increase the net proceeds from the sale

Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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Thank You.
Louis Vlahos, Esq.
Visit our Tax Law for the CloselyHeld Business blog at:
http://www.taxlawforchb.com/

Farrell Fritz, P.C.
1320 RXR Plaza
Uniondale, NY 11556
Lvlahos@farrellfritz.com

(516) 227-0639

Tax Efficiencies & Limitations of an S Corporation Conversion
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Our mission is to provide the highest quality financial services in a proactive
and responsive fashion; to take an entrepreneurial approach, develop
innovative solutions, maintain strong personal relationships and provide a
creative, challenging and personally fulfilling work environment. We offer a
wide variety of services in which our clients can be confident that Weiss &
Company LLP advisors adhere to strict quality control standards.

All of the partners of Weiss & Company LLP are members of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the Illinois CPA Society.
Additionally, Weiss & Company LLP has successfully met the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants Peer Review Program requirements
consistently since 1993. The Peer Review Program is an in depth evaluation by
independent parties of our accounting and audit practices. It focuses on
monitoring the firm's compliance with professional standards.
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We have been providing a broad spectrum of professional services to clients
of all sizes in many different industries. Beginning with the basic services —
Imposed (tax returns, audits) and Desired (projections, forecasts,
profitability improvements) — we have always kept an eye open to serving
the changing needs of our clients by expanding the scope of our practice to
support them.
We have assembled a hard-working staff of professionals who combine
sound business knowledge with astute financial judgment. We are proud of
our work and of the unique relationships we have with our clients. We pride
ourselves on using traditional values and a modern approach to help our
clients with their financial goals.
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Accounting & Auditing

Consulting Services

-

-

Accounting Services
Audits
Review Services
Compilation
Employee Benefit Plan Audits
Bookkeeping
Cash Flow and Budgeting
Financial Forecasts
Forensic Accounting
Management-Use Financial
Statements
- Personal Financial Statements

Accounting Software Selection
Business Consulting
Business Entity Selection
Business Valuations
Buying & Selling a Business
Computer Consulting
Debt & Financing Servicing
Estate Planning
Financial Planning
Fraud Prevention & Detection
Investment Review
Management Advisory Services
Retirement Planning

Tax Preparation & Advisory
-

Tax Planning and Preparation
IRS Representation
Payroll Services
Sales Tax Services
Estate & Trust Tax Preparation

Other Services
- Litigation Support
- Bankruptcies
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◦ Built-in gains tax


◦ Tax on excess passive income


◦ Tax on certain accumulated earnings and profits


◦ Treatment of existing corporate net operating losses
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TRA ’86 repealed rules that allowed nonrecognition
treatment to Corporations who sold or distributed
appreciated property (General Utilities doctrine).
Applies to entities who operated as a C corporation
and made its S Corporations election after December
31, 1986
Corporate-level built-in gains tax is imposed on the
gains that arose prior to the conversion.
◦ Applies to both tangible and intangible property
◦ Consider independent appraisal on business with a focus on real
property and listing all items such as machinery.
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The recognition period for built-in gains is under IRC
1374(d)(7):
 It is the 10 year period beginning with the first day of the
first taxable year of the S corporation
 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 modified
the period to 7 years for taxable years which began in 2009
and 2010
 The Small Business Jobs act of 2010 and subsequent
extensions changed the period to 5 years for taxable years
beginning in 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014. (Note – there has
been legislation to make permanent).
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How are built-in gains and losses calculated?




Assets sold for fair market value on assumed sale on date of
conversion. Without substantive proof – IRS will take position all gain
is built in gain on future sale.
Income items which are attributable to C corporation periods:







Accrual basis items for cash basis taxpayers such as accounts receivable.
Inventory – valued under presumed bulk sale.
Section 481 Adjustments
Discharge of indebtedness

Built-in losses reduce gains. Planning pointer for accrual basis expenses
such as shareholder-officer compensation.


If there is an overall net loss not built-in gains tax to consider.
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Built in gains are taxed at the highest corporate tax rate (35%)




The tax paid is a “deduction” to ordinary income to the shareholder.

What is taxed? The tax is based on the net recognized built-in gain,
which is limited to the lowest of three amounts under IRC 1374
(d)(2) (A):




Pre- Limitation amount
Taxable income limitation
Net unrealized built-in gain
 Note – Unused C corporation years NOLD and capital loss carryovers are available to
be used as off-sets
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Illustrative Example
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Occurs when the corporation has C corporation E&P at the end of the
taxable year; and
Its passive investment income exceeds 25% of its gross receipts.




What is passive investment income: Rents, royalties, dividends, interest,
and annuities.

Planning pointer – consider paying out C corporation E&P to avoid issue.
May make an election under IRC 1368(e) to pay out E&P first in
distribution year or make a “deemed dividend pursuant to Reg Sec
1.1368-1(f)(3).
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The term "excess net passive income" is defined in section 1375(b)(1),
and can be expressed by the following formula:
PII − (.25 × GR)
ENPI = NPI ×
PII
Where:
ENPI = excess net passive income
NPI = net passive income
PII = passive investment income
GR = total gross receipts

Limitation.—The amount of the excess net passive income for
any taxable year shall not exceed the corporation's taxable
income for the taxable year (determined in accordance with
section 1374(d) and § 1.1374-1(d)).
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◦

◦
◦
◦

Example. Assume Corporation M, an S corporation, has for its taxable year total gross
receipts of $200,000, passive investment income of $100,000, $60,000 of which is interest
income, and expenses directly connected with the production of such interest income in the
amount of $10,000.
Assume also that at the end of the taxable year Corporation M has subchapter C earnings
and profits. Since more than 25 percent of Corporation M's total gross receipts are passive
investment income, and since Corporation M has subchapter C earnings and profits at the
end of the taxable year, Corporation M will be subject to the tax imposed by section 1375.
($200,000 x 25% = $50,000)
The amount of excess net passive investment income is:
- $45,000 = ($90,000 × ($50,000/$100,000)).
Assume that the other $40,000 of passive investment income is attributable to net capital
gain and that there are no expenses directly connected with such gain. Under these facts,
$20,000 of the excess net passive income is attributable to the net capital gain ($45,000 ×
($40,000/$90,000)).
Tax imposed is highest corporate tax rate - $45,000 x .35 = $15,750. The tax will be allocated
to the items of income and reduce the amount pass-through to the shareholders.
Planning note – excess net passive income subject to tax is limited to corporation’s taxable
income for the year without regard for any NOLD.
Will not pay tax on both 1374 and 1375.
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Forgiveness! IRS has a waiver procedure under Reg Sec 1.1375-1(d)(1) if
it can be shown in good faith corporation was unaware it had E&P and
distributed out the E&P during a reasonable period of time.



If Passive Investment Tax is paid for three consecutive years, the S
election is terminated effective at the start of the fourth year.
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Sec 531 Accumulated earnings tax does not apply to S Corp years.



LIFO Recapture. A C corporation that uses the LIFO method must
recapture the LIFO reserve in the last C corporation return.


The tax is payable over 4 years.
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Code Section 1371 provides that there is no
carryforward or carryback of between a C year and
an S year.



Generally a C corporation with an NOL would be able to carry
the loss forward for 15 years. If the corporation elects
Subchapter S status the 15 year period continues to run and
will not be able to be used during the S years.
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STEVEN R. GOLUCH CPA, MST
PRINCIPAL
Steve is a principal in the firm’s tax services department and has over 20 years of experience in public
accounting.
Steve has worked closely with a variety of clients in a diversified range of industries providing tax
compliance and consulting services including:
 Providing corporate, partnership and individual tax compliance work.
 Providing expertise in federal, state and local income, sale and use and estate and gift areas.
 Providing proactive tax planning strategies for closely held businesses, owners and families.
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CONTACT INFO
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C-Corp to S-Corp Elections:
Planning Opportunities
Andy Immerman
Alston & Bird LLC
1201 W. Peachtree St.
Atlanta, GA 30309
andy.immerman@alston.com

Built-In Gain Tax
• As previously explained, if gains are “built-in” when the
C-Corp converts, the S-Corp is generally going to be
taxable if it recognizes those gains following
conversion. Code Section 1374.
• However, there are important exceptions, including the
limitation of the “recognition period” to the 10 years
following conversion.
• Exposure to the tax on built-in gain is often the biggest
problem when a C-Corp converts to an S-Corp.
• Cash-method corporations are especially vulnerable.
• Understanding the built-in gain tax and its exceptions is
essential when planning for a conversion.
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In General, Don’t Delay Election
• If you have decided to make the election to
become an S-Corp, you generally want to
make the election effective as soon as
possible.
– Prevent appreciation in value accruing until the SCorp election is effective from becoming built-in
gain.
– Start running of the 10-year period for taxation of
built-in gain.
– Obtain anticipated benefits of S-Corp status.
44

Or Maybe a Delay is Okay?
• Implementing planning opportunities, if any are
feasible, may require some time
• Consider if a delay in the election is worth the
benefits of the planning opportunities.
• Consider whether net operating losses will be
wasted upon an early election.
• Waiting for effectiveness may be necessary even
if you would like to elect immediately.
– If you don’t elect during the first 2 ½ months of the
year, you need to wait until the following year. (but
subject to late-election relief, which is given fairly
readily).
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Get an Appraisal!
• Built-in gain tax is generally limited to the amount of
built-in gain that existed at the time of conversion.
• How do you know how much built-in gain existed?
– Get an independent third party appraisal.
– The appraisal is not binding on the IRS, but without an
appraisal you will be in a much worse position.
– Contemporaneous appraisal carried more weight, so it is not
advisable to wait until the IRS later comes calling in order to
get your appraisal done.
– Appraisal should identify each asset
• If the asset wasn’t held at the time of conversion then of
course there is no built-in gain on the asset.
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Built-In Loss Rules
• Recognized built-in loss offsets recognized built-in gain.
• A loss recognized on disposing of the asset during the recognition period is a
recognized built-in loss to the extent the corporation establishes that:
– It held the asset on the first day of the recognition period (its first day as an S-Corp)
– The loss is no more than the built-in loss that existed on that day.
– Code Section 1374(d)(4).

• A deduction during the recognition period is recognized built-in loss if an
accrual-method taxpayer would have been allowed to take the deduction
before the recognition period began.
– Code Section 1374(d)(5)(B).

• Also, net unrealized built-in gain is reduced by deductions that would be
treated as recognized built-in loss if taken into account during the recognition
period, regardless of when – if ever – the deduction is actually recognized.
– Code Section 1374(d)(5)(C).

• Reducing net unrealized built-in gain by unrealized built-in losses is useful
because the built-in gain for any year cannot exceed the net unrealized built-in
gain of all the C-Corp’s assets (less recognized built-in gain from previous years
in the recognition period).
– Code Section 1374(c)(2).
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Contribute Built-In Loss Assets
Before Conversion
• It may be possible to increase built-in losses by making a tax-free
contribution (under Code Section 351) of built-in loss assets to the C-Corp
prior to the conversion.
• But beware the “anti-stuffing” rule!
– Treasury Regulation Section 1.1374-9.

• This rule undoes the benefit of contributing built-in loss property when
the contribution is made with a “principal purpose” of tax avoidance.
– “If a corporation acquires an asset before or during the recognition period
with a principal purpose of avoiding the tax imposed under section 1374, the
asset and any loss, deduction, loss carryforward, credit, or credit carryforward
attributable to the asset is disregarded in determining the S corporation's prelimitation amount, taxable income limitation, net unrealized built-in gain
limitation, deductions against net recognized built-in gain, and credits against
the section 1374 tax.”

• Ensure that there is a good non-tax reason for contributing the built-in loss
property.
– The more closely related the built-in loss property is to the business of the CCorp, the better.
– Watch out for the possibility of a reduced basis of the property in the hands of
the subsidiary in situations where Code Section 362(e) applies.
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Minimize Accounts Receivable
of Cash-Method C-Corp
• Net unrealized built-in gain includes the accounts
receivable of a cash-method C-Corp.
– Many C-Corps are barred from cash-basis reporting, but not all
(e.g., certain qualified personal service corporations and certain
relatively small corporations). Code Section 448.

• Inclusion of accounts receivable in net unrealized built-in
gain is a common and knotty problem on conversion to SCorp.
– The S-Corp may or may not be able to postpone the sale of most
built-in gain assets until the end of the recognition period, but it
can’t postpone the collection of receivables.
– However, the S-Corp may be able to sell the receivables during
the recognition period, which under some circumstances can
have a favorable result as illustrated in the next slide.
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Sell Receivables After Conversion,
Instead of Collecting Them
• Disposing of receivables may be more tax-efficient than collecting
them.
• Gain recognized other than by sale or exchange is not limited to the
built-in gain on the item, but is a recognized built-in gain only if an
accrual method taxpayer would have included the item preconversion. Treas. Reg. 1.1374-4(b).
• Example (Treas. Reg. Section 1.1374-4(b)(3), Example 1):
– X is a C-Corp using the cash method; it elects to be an S-Corp effective
January 1, 2014.
– On the effective date of the election X has $50,000 in accounts receivable
with a fair market value of $40,000 and an adjusted basis of zero.
– If X collects $50,000 on the receivables in 2014 it has $50,000 of recognized
built-in gain.
– If X sells the receivables in 2014 for $45,000, X only has $40,000 recognized
50
built-in gain.

Wait Until Conversion
to Dispose of Built-In Loss Assets
• It may be advisable to hold off on disposing of any
built-in loss assets until the S-Corp election takes
effect.
• Built-in loss on conversion to an S-Corp might do more
good for the corporation than recognition of the loss
during a C-Corp year would do.
– Net recognized built-in gain for any year cannot exceed the
net unrealized built-in gain of all the corporation’s assets
(less built-in gain previously recognized during the
recognition period).
• See Code Section 1374(c)(2)

– Recognition of built-in loss reduces taxable income of the
S-Corp.
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Minimize Recognition-Period Income
• Taxpayers generally want to defer (or eliminate) items of
taxable income and accelerate (or increase) items of
taxable loss.
• This usual strategy can have an extra benefit during the
recognition period.
• Built-in gain tax in any given year is limited to the amount
of taxable income for that year, even if the amount of
recognized built-in gain (less recognized built-in loss) for
the year is higher.
• To the extent the built-in gain tax is limited by the amount
of taxable income, the excess is carried forward.
• If the excess is carried forward until after the recognition
period ends then the built-in gains tax can be eliminated.
– However, the carry-forward of the excess during the recognition
period puts a crimp in this planning technique.
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Special Rule for Cancellation of
Indebtedness
• Cancellation of indebtedness income is
recognized built-in gain if it arises in the first
year of the recognition period. Treas. Reg.
Section 1.1374-4(f).
• However, wait until the second year and the
cancellation of indebtedness ceases to be a
built-in gain item.
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Defer Sale of Built-In Gain Assets
• Obviously, if possible the corporation should wait until
the recognition period ends to sell its built-in gain
assets.
• If sales cannot wait then, as noted above, try to offset
recognized built-in gain with recognized built-in losses.
• Dispose of built-in gain assets when the recognition
period is shorter?
– Congress has a history of enacting temporary reductions of
the recognition period, from 10 years to either 7 years
(2009, 2010) years or 5 years (2011, 2012, 2013, and
2014).
– However, no one knows what the recognition period will
be even for the current year, let alone future years.
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Contribute Built-In Gain
Assets to Subsidiary Before Conversion
• Selling a built-in gain asset before conversion will
reduce built-in gain, but of course is taxable.
• Contributing a built-in gain asset to a subsidiary in a
tax-free transaction (Code Section 351) reduces built-in
gain but of course is taxable.
• This particular technique only works if the S-Corp plans
to own a C-Corp subsidiary after the conversion.
• Most S-Corps elect to treat subsidiaries as qualified
subchapter S subsidiaries (“QSUBs”), but some S-Corps
do have C-Corp subsidiaries for one reason or another
(for example, if the subsidiary is not wholly-owned by
the S-Corp).
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Tax-Free Exchange or Other
Nonrecognition Transaction
• Rather than disposing of a built-in gain asset in a taxable transaction,
consider engaging in a tax-free exchange of the asset under Code
Section 1031.
• A 1031 exchange generally defers but does not eliminate tax.
• However, if gain is deferred until after the recognition period ends, a
1031 exchange actually can eliminate the tax on built-in gain.
• Similarly, a tax-free contribution to a corporation (Code Section 351)
or participation in a tax-free reorganization (Code Section 368(a)) may
defer gain until after the recognition period ends.
• Contribution to charity is also a nonrecognition transaction, and is
especially attractive when (as is generally the case) the corporation is
entitled to deduct the full fair market value of the property rather
than deducting merely its basis.
• Lease rather than sale is also a possibility.
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Payment of Deferred Deduction Item
to Related Party
• An accrual-method C-Corp cannot deduct an amount owed to a
related cash-method party until the amount is includible in the
related party’s income. Code Section 267(a)(2).
• A deduction arising on payment is generally a recognized built-in
loss if as of the first day of the S-Corp year all events had occurred
establishing:
– The fact of liability.
– The exact amount of the liability.

• However, a deduction arising on payment to a 5% or more
shareholder is a recognized built-in loss only if it is paid during the
first 2 ½ months of the first S-Corp year.
– Treas. Reg. Section 1.1374-4(c)(2).

• Be careful to pay the amount to the 5% shareholder within the first
2 ½ months of the S-Corp year.
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Example of Related-Party Payment
•
•
•
•
•

X, a C-Corp, is an accrual-method taxpayer.
A is a 5% shareholder of X.
X owes A $1,000 in unpaid wages.
X becomes an S-Corp on January 1, 2014.
If X pays the $1,000 on or before March 15, 2014,
the deduction is a recognized built-in loss.
• If X pays the $1,000 after March 15, 2014, the
deduction is not a recognized built-in loss.
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Declare Bonuses
• PLR 200925005 (6/19/09):
– Taxpayer is a cash-basis C-Corp (a professional service
corporation).
– When Taxpayer elects S-Corp status, it may have builtin gains on accounts receivable.
– Taxpayer will pay shareholder- and nonshareholderemployees, within the first 2 ½ months of the
recognition period, salary and wages “related to the
production of accounts receivable that are
outstanding on the effective date of the S election.”
– Payments qualify as built-in loss items under Code
Section 1374(d)(5)(B).
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Conversion Into a REIT?
• Conversions of C-Corps into REITs (“Real Estate Investment Trusts”)
has become more popular in recent years.
• REITS must be predominantly real estate companies, but the boom
in REIT conversions has been fueled in large part by some
“nontraditional” real estate assets:
–
–
–
–
–

Cell towers
Casinos
Document storage
Outdoor advertising
Prisons

• REITS are very different from S-Corps but both generally enjoy a
single level of tax.
• Requirements for REIT status are incredibly detailed, but in some
circumstances conversion of a C-Corp into a REIT may be feasible.
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Earnings and Profits
• Accumulated earnings and profits existing at the time of
conversion can create issues down the road.
– If the S-Corp has E&P, and its passive income totals over 25% of
its gross receipts, the excess net passive income is taxable -- and
at the highest corporate rate. Code Section 1375(a).
– Even worse, S-Corp status will terminate if the S-Corp has E&P,
and its passive income exceeds 25% of gross receipts for 3 years
running. Code Section 1362(d)(3).
• Passive income (or “passive investment income”) generally includes
gross receipts from royalties, rents, dividends, interest, and annuities.
Code Sections 1362(d)(3)(C), 1375(b)(3)
• However, recognized built-in gain is not counted in the amount of
passive investment income. Code Section 1375(b)(4).

– Dividends paid by the S-Corp out of earnings and profits are
taxable as C-Corp dividends. Code Section 1368(c)(2).
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When to Distribute
Earnings and Profits

• Although earnings and profits can create post-conversion problems it is
generally not tax-efficient to distribute the earnings and profits before
conversion.
• Distribution before conversion accelerates tax to the shareholders.
• In general, dividends from the S-Corp will be treated as coming first from SCorp earnings (the “accumulated adjustments account” or “AAA”), and the SCorp may be able to pay substantial distributions without having to pay any
dividends out of its earnings and profits. Code Section 1368(c)(1)
• If the earnings and profits turn out to be a problem later on, the S-Corp can
elect to treat distributions as being made first out of earnings and profits
(even if the S-Corp as amounts left in its accumulated adjustments account),
and thus eliminate its earnings and profits. Code Section 1368(e)(3).
– The election requires the consent of all affected shareholders.
– Consider imposing a requirement under the shareholders agreement that
affected shareholders consent when asked to.

• In planning post-conversion transaction, including dividends and
redemptions, consider the effect that different transaction structures may
have on the S-Corp’s earnings and profits and accumulated adjustments
account. Rev. Rul. 95-14, 1995-1 C.B. 169.
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